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ABSTRACT: As computing power increases, vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) calculations on molecules of larger sizes and complexities become possible. At the same time, the spectra resulting from these computations become increasingly more cumbersome to analyze. Here, we describe the GUI implementation into the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) software package of VCDtools, a toolbox that provides a user-friendly means to analyze VCD spectra. Key features are the use of the generalized coupled oscillator analysis methods, as well as an easy visualization of the atomic electric and magnetic transition dipole moments which together provide detailed insight in the origin of the VCD intensity. Using several prototypical examples we demonstrate the functionalities of the program. In particular, we show how the spectra can be analyzed to detect differences between theory and experiment arising from large-amplitude motions or incorrect molecular structures and, most importantly, how the program can be used to prevent incorrect enantiomeric assignments.

INTRODUCTION

Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is a spectroscopic technique that probes the difference in absorption of left and right circularly polarized light for vibrational transitions and is one of the most accurate techniques to determine the absolute configuration of chiral molecules. As the VCD spectrum is highly sensitive to key details of the molecular structure—much more than commonly used techniques such as IR absorption—it is increasingly also employed to study and determine the structure of complex molecules like enantioselective catalysts, bio-organic compounds, and supramolecular complexes. The interpretation of experimental VCD spectra and the amount of information that can be obtained from these spectra critically depends on the comparison with theoretically predicted spectra. Although the computation of such spectra is now relatively straightforward, the high sensitivity of VCD to spatial structure often complicates such a comparison. In fact, it is nowadays recognized that minor changes in structure may have a profound influence on the position, intensity, and sign of predicted VCD bands. One of the main complications is the vibrational magnetic dipole transition moment (MDTM), which determines the VCD intensities via a scalar product with the vibrational electric dipole transition moment (EDTM). Unlike the EDTMs, which also determine the IR intensities, the MDTMs are not well understood. Not only are MDTMs 4 orders of magnitude smaller than their electric counterparts, but they are by definition also origin dependent.
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To get a better grip on and obtain a more fundamental insight into this sensitivity toward molecular structure, Nicu has introduced a novel approach to analyze computed VCD spectra, the so-called general coupled oscillator (GCO) model.30 This method is closely related to the standard coupled oscillator (CO) model (also referred to as exciton chirality VCD method), which was introduced in the seventies to interpret VCD signals.31 Over the years several studies have indicated severe deficits of the CO model,32-35 and with the introduction of quantum chemical software packages capable of computing accurate VCD spectra,36-40 the CO model has more or less become obsolete. The GCO method, however, incorporates additional terms that correct for the shortcomings of the CO model and is, therefore, able to decompose the quantum chemically computed VCD signal in an exact manner. This makes the GCO method much more generally applicable.

In the GCO model, which is discussed in more detail afterward, contributions to the VCD signal are decomposed in terms of two fragments A and B, and the rest of the molecule R. Several studies have shown that fragments A and B can often be chosen such that the GCO term, that is, the contribution to the rotational strength from coupling fragments A and B, is the dominant term.28,30,41 Because the GCO contribution contains the coupling between two parts of the structure, it is very sensitive to the relative orientation of these parts. Analyzing computed bands with this model thus intrinsically offers significant advantages as it immediately makes clear toward which aspects of the molecular structure a particular VCD band is sensitive and helps in identifying the underlying reason if one finds that a VCD signal is not calculated correctly.

The GCO VCD analysis was first implemented in the VCDtools program,42,43 a FORTRAN code that decomposes computed VCD intensities into contributions associated with electrons, nuclei, individual atoms, groups of atoms and molecular orbitals. Here, we report a Graphical User Interface (GUI) implementation of the program in the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) software suite.7 Upon implementing VCDtools, several features have been added to the original program that significantly enhance the user-friendliness of the code and that make it possible to quickly analyze large molecular systems. Main new features include the use of scaling atom sizes to visualize particular VCD properties, allowing for a quick analysis of the origin of the VCD signal. Also, an automated algorithm has been developed that provides a good initial guess for choosing the coupling fragments for any normal mode of interest. In the present article details of the implementation will be presented, and the advantages of the program will be demonstrated using three prototypical examples. These applications provide convincing demonstrations of how discrepancies between computed and experimental spectra can be analyzed using the GCO method. They show how the method allows one to identify the source of the problems and subsequently correct for them. Given the ability of the GCO analysis to identify the source of the problems, assess their severity and subsequently suggest a solution for correcting them, it is clear that it is a major asset for the analysis of VCD spectra and bound to become a standard tool.

### GENERAL COUPLED OSCILLATOR ANALYSIS THEORY

In the following a short summary of the general coupled oscillator (GCO) analysis is provided, a full description can be found in ref 30. As already mentioned, the GCO analysis aims at providing physical insight into the underlying VCD mechanisms by decomposing the VCD intensities into contributions that are associated with molecular fragment and with their interaction. The VCD signal is given by

\[
\Delta A(j) = A(j)_L^{CP} - A(j)_R^{CP} = \left( \frac{32\pi^4}{3} \left( \frac{\nu(j)N_i}{\hbar c} \right) \right) R_{01}(j)
\]

in which \(\nu(j)\) is the frequency of mode \(j\), \(N_i\) is Avogadro’s constant, and \(R_{01}\) is the rotational strength, which is defined as:

\[
R_{01}(j) = -\text{Im}[\vec{E}_{01}(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}(j)]
\]

where \(\vec{E}_{01}(j)\) is the electric dipole transition moment (EDTM) and \(\vec{M}_{01}(j)\) is the magnetic dipole transition moment, while subscripts 0 and 1 indicate a transition from the vibrational ground state to the first excited state. Within the harmonic approximation, the total dipole transition moments (DTMs) \(\vec{E}_{01}(j)\) and \(\vec{M}_{01}(j)\) are built from their atomic contributions:

\[
\vec{E}_{01}(j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \vec{E}_{i0}(j), \quad \vec{M}_{01}(j) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \vec{M}_{i0}(j)
\]

where \(i\) runs over all atoms and \(N\) is the total number of atoms. Using eq 2, the total EDTM and MDTM can be decomposed into contributions from various molecular groups that in principle do not necessarily need to consist of atoms that are covalently bound or even close to each other. Defining three fragments within the molecule as fragment A, fragment B, and the rest of the molecule as fragment R, the rotational strength can be split into three contributions:

\[
R_{01}(j) = -\text{Im}[(\vec{E}_{01}^A(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^B(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^R(j)) \\
\times (\vec{M}_{01}^A(j) + \vec{M}_{01}^B(j) + \vec{M}_{01}^R(j))]
\]

(3)

The first contribution, \(R_{01}^{GCO}(j)\), is what we identify as the GCO contribution and represents the coupling between fragments A and B

\[
R_{01}^{GCO}(j) = -\text{Im}[(\vec{E}_{01}^A(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^A(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^B(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^B(j)]
\]\n
where \(\vec{E}_{01}^X(j)\) and \(\vec{M}_{01}^X(j)\), with \(X = (A, B)\), are the DTMs associated with the two selected fragments. The \(R_{01}^{IF}(j)\) term contains the contribution from the selected individual fragments (IF) A and B

\[
R_{01}^{IF}(j) = -\text{Im}[(\vec{E}_{01}^A(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^A(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^B(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^B(j)]
\]

(4)

The \(R_{01}^{IF}(j)\) term contains the VCD intensity deriving from the rest of the molecule and is given by

\[
R_{01}^{IF}(j) = -\text{Im}[(\vec{E}_{01}^A(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^R(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^B(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^R(j) \\
+ \vec{E}_{01}^R(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^A(j) + \vec{E}_{01}^R(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^B(j) \\
+ \vec{E}_{01}^R(j) \cdot \vec{M}_{01}^R(j)]
\]

(5)

Since A and B are the important fragments, the \(R_{01}^{GCO}\) and \(R_{01}^{IF}\) contributions associated with them are expected to account
for most of the VCD intensity of a specific normal mode. As has been shown before\textsuperscript{30,41} and as will be demonstrated here, $R_{01}^{\text{GCO}}$ is often significantly larger than $R_{01}^{\text{IF}}$, especially when fragments $A$ and $B$ are achiral. The $R$ fragments contain the rest of the atoms and when the GCO fragments are properly chosen, the $R_{01}$ contribution is expected to be small. Finally, it should be noticed that the GCO term is closely related to the standard coupled oscillator (CO) model.\textsuperscript{31} However, the GCO model is, as its name suggests, more generally applicable as it contains a correction term (COC) to the original CO model,\textsuperscript{30} which makes it exact and applicable to all types of normal modes and is given by

$$R_{01}^{\text{GCO}}(j) = R_{01}^{\text{CO}}(j) + R_{01}^{\text{COC}}(j)$$

$$= \frac{\nu_j}{c} [\vec{Y}^\text{CO}^j + \vec{Y}^\text{COC}^j] \cdot [\vec{r}^A_{01}(j) \times \vec{r}^B_{01}(j)]$$

(7)

where $R_{01}^{\text{CO}}$ is the standard CO term, $R_{01}^{\text{COC}}$ the coupled oscillator correction term, $\nu_j$ the frequency of normal mode $j$, $c$ the speed of light, $\vec{Y}^\text{CO}$ the vector between the center of masses of fragments $A$ and $B$ and $\vec{Y}^\text{COC}$ the through-space vector that corrects for the difference between the CO and GCO model ($Y^\text{GCO} = Y^\text{CO} + Y^\text{COC}$).

## VCDTOOLS FEATURES

VCDtools has been integrated as buttons underneath the molecular structure. Once a normal mode is selected, the atomic contribution to the normal mode, EDTM and MDTM are computed automatically by VCDtools and listed in ADFspectra.

**Visualizing Electric and Magnetic Dipole Transition Moments.** Even though the normal mode motion induces the atomic EDTMs and MDTMs responsible for the observed VCD bands, the size of the nuclear displacement vectors does not reflect the magnitude of the associated atomic contributions to the VCD signal. It is often the case that the most important atoms for VCD, that is, the ones with the largest contribution to the EDTM and MDTM, have only small or moderate displacements. Take, for example, the normal mode shown in Figure 1, where the C atoms only contribute for 8% to the normal mode but dominantly contribute to the EDTM and MDTM. The underlying reason for this is that movement of these polar bonded C atoms displaces more charge resulting in higher DTMs. This implies that to find the source of the VCD intensity it is much more useful to look at the EDTM instead of the normal mode contribution. Because of its origin dependence, the MDTM is in this respect not as useful.

The implementation of VCDtools gives users several options to display the atomic EDTM and MDTM contributions. They can (i) be printed as text, (ii) shown as vectors in the molecule, or (iii) the atomic spheres can be scaled in size according to their contribution. As we will demonstrate in the application section, the latter option is extremely effective. Especially for large molecules, it is helpful that the parts of the molecule that do not contribute are reduced to a wire frame representation while the important groups are highlighted. The print option is, therefore, mainly useful if exact values need to be known. The vector representation, on the other hand, gives information about the cancellation between different DTMs.
from different parts of the molecule and often provides insightful explanations for why some normal modes give rise to large signals while vibrations that at first sight look similar do not.

**General Coupled Oscillator Analysis.** An GCO analysis, which computes and prints all contributions, vectors and angles that are relevant to the method (see the previous section), is performed simply by clicking on the “GCO” button (see Figure 1). Such an analysis requires the selection of two molecular fragments, the GCO fragments A and B. This can easily be done in ADFspectra using the menu Regions (ADF nomenclature) which has several options for grouping atoms into fragments and for altering the number of atoms in a fragment. The selected fragments are highlighted in the molecule using transparent spheres in different colors (see Figures 2–4). Once the fragments are selected it is also possible to show the contribution of those regions to the total EDM and MDTM as arrows placed at the center of each fragment.

For many normal modes defining the molecular fragments is straightforward. One simply scales the atomic spheres with the magnitude of the atomic EDTMs and then assigns the highlighted atoms to the two GCO fragments using physical or chemical intuition. However, when such an identification becomes less obvious VCDtools uses a built-in optimization algorithm that finds and optimizes the coupling fragments. To ensure that the partitioning remains chemically relevant the algorithm starts by dividing the molecule into vibrating subunits. The atoms in these subunits are connected by chemical bonds and for the normal mode of interest have contributions to the EDM that point in a similar direction, that is, they add up constructively. The optimal coupling fragments are subsequently determined by systematically adding and removing subunits to the two coupling fragments. The best fragments are selected by maximizing an heuristic function \( Q^{GCO}(j) \) given by

\[
Q^{GCO}(j) = 0.3^{N_l} + 0.6^{N_c} - 2^{N_l} \left( |R^{GCO}_{01}(j)| + |R^{IF}_{01}(j)| \right)
\]

where \( Q^{GCO} \) is the “quality” of the coupling fragments, \( N_l \) the number of atoms part of the coupling fragments but not bound to other atoms in the fragment, and \( N_c \) is the number of atom clusters that are part of the two coupling fragments. The aim of the GCO analysis is to find fragments such that their coupling dominates the VCD signal. \( Q^{GCO} \), therefore, is chosen such that it increases with the size of the \( R^{GCO}_{01}(j) \) coupling, while it decreases for increasing values of the \( R^{IF}_{01}(j) \) and \( R^{R}_{01}(j) \) contributions. Since \( R^{IF}_{01}(j) \) is still coming from the fragments that are taken into account it is multiplied by 0.75 to slightly reduce the penalty. In the definition of \( Q^{GCO} \), there is a large penalty for \( N_l \). This is because vibrations always require participation of two neighboring atoms and it is not logical to assign these two atoms to different coupling fragments. Also, there is a, albeit smaller, penalty for increasing \( N_c \). The rationale behind this is to avoid the addition of lesser-contributing groups in different parts of the molecule and thus keeping the interpretation of the resulting fragments much more straightforward.

It is key to notice that the two GCO fragments are often not uniquely defined since there are no restrictions on how to divide the relevant atoms among the two GCO fragments or on the number of atoms that a GCO fragment should contain.

**Figure 2.** (a) Schematic representation of silyl-alcohol. (b) Experimental (black) and computed VCD spectra (red). The top and bottom computed spectra correspond, respectively, to the normal Boltzmann average and the Boltzmann average when taking the OH bending motion into account using linear transit calculations.28 Panels c and d display normal mode 107 of the lowest-energy conformer of silyl-alcohol. The atomic spheres are scaled by their atomic EDTMs while the two coupling groups A and B are highlighted with red and green spheres. Panel c displays the normal mode vectors, and panel d shows the DTM vectors of the selected groups. The dark red and dark green arrows represent the MDTM vectors and the light red and light green arrows the EDMT vectors (the EDMT of the green fragment is very small).
For example, when analyzing delocalized modes in larger molecules, one often encounters situations in which the two GCO fragments are physically not well separated and some of the atoms can be assigned either to fragment A or to fragment B without changing significantly the value computed for the \( Q \) term. Since the goal of the GCO analysis is to provide physical insight into the origin of the VCD signal, the general rule of thumb in situations like this is to define GCO fragments that provide the best physical or chemical insight into the studied situation (and ignore any small variations observed in the \( Q \) values). Indeed, as will be illustrated in the Applications section, a careful consideration of the GCO fragments is crucial for a correct interpretation of the VCD spectra.

**Computing Local Normal Mode Contributions.** A final main feature of VCDtools is that it allows its user to compute the normal mode contributions of selected regions. Since this can be done for all normal modes at the same time, this is a quick method to identify specific modes in the spectrum. This is especially useful for large molecules with a plethora of normal modes containing mixtures of vibrations. By performing the normal mode localization analysis for multiple groups at the same time, information can also be obtained regarding the groups that vibrate together in each normal mode.

**Applications.** VCDtools is useful for a broad range of applications. In VCD spectroscopy it is not always the case that a good agreement between theory and experiment is obtained by following a standard protocol. The main reason for this is the high sensitivity of the technique to details of the molecular structure. The \( Rfi \) term is often the dominant source of the VCD signal and its contribution highly depends on both the extent of the vibrational coupling and the relative orientation of the groups that are coupled. Being able to identify this coupling contribution therefore is crucial for recognizing—and dealing with—how issues such as large-amplitude motions, implicit solvent effects, incorrect local energy minima, or the use of an unsuitable level of theory ultimately affect the calculated VCD spectrum of the system of interest. In the following we will demonstrate this using three examples where we have used VCDtools to elucidate and resolve problems with computed VCD spectra, even to such an extent as to prevent the assignment of a spectrum to the incorrect enantiomer.

**Identifying Problems with Large-Amplitude Motion.** As a first application example, we consider 3-methyl-1-(methylidihenlsilyl)-1-phenylbutan-1-ol, or in short silyl-alcohol (see Figure 2a). Our VCD studies on this molecule showed that there is a good overlap between theory and experiment except for the 1160–1380 cm\(^{-1}\) region, where the calculated spectra featured VCD bands with a large intensity that were absent in the experiment.\(^{28}\) A thorough GCO analysis of the VCD bands in this region has revealed that this mismatch is caused by the large-amplitude motions of the OH-group, which are not simulated properly (see Figure 2b). Interestingly, to our surprise the difference between theory and experiment was not due to the rotation of the OH group like we had found before for a different system\(^{24}\) but to the much more restricted OH-bending motion. In this section, we explain using VCDtools what the underlying reason is for this surprising insensitivity to the OH-rotation and demonstrate how VCDtools can be used to identify such issues associated with large-amplitude motion.

In the following, we consider the lowest-energy conformer of silyl-alcohol and discuss its most intense band in the problematic frequency interval between 1160 and 1380 cm\(^{-1}\). The nuclear displacement vectors represented by the white arrows in Figure 2a show that this normal mode is a combination of CH and OH bending modes. By scaling the atom spheres according to the magnitudes of the atomic EMTMs we identify the OH bond and also the phenyl and isobutyl groups that are attached to the chiral center as the main sources of EMT in this mode. The GCO analysis shows that the intense VCD signal computed for this mode is caused by the through-space interaction between the OH bond and the phenyl and isobutyl groups: \( Rfi^\text{OH} = +64, Rfi^\text{B} = -9, \) and \( Rfi^\text{A} = +0.5 \times 10^{-44} \text{ esu}^2 \text{ cm}^2.\) Importantly, the normal-mode analysis performed in Table 1 shows that the OH-bending vibration is delocalized over the entire problematic region. After performing GCO analyses on the more intense bands, it was concluded that the coupling of the OH and CH bending motions is indeed the fundamental reason for the mismatch between theory and experiment.\(^{28}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>( Rfi )</th>
<th>fragment A</th>
<th>fragment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1150</td>
<td>+0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1155</td>
<td>−20.2</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1173</td>
<td>−5.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>86.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1177</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1181</td>
<td>+3.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1220</td>
<td>−6.2</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1241</td>
<td>+10.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1275</td>
<td>−14.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283</td>
<td>+5.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1289</td>
<td>−3.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296</td>
<td>−3.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1318</td>
<td>−2.1</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1325</td>
<td>−21.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1326</td>
<td>+7.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1329</td>
<td>−9.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334</td>
<td>+3.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1340</td>
<td>+54.8</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352</td>
<td>+1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*)Fragment A is the OH group, while fragment B encompasses the phenyl and isobutyl group (see Figure 2a in main text). The frequency is given in cm\(^{-1}\), the rotational strength in \( 10^{-44} \) esu\(^2\) cm\(^2\), and the normal mode contributions in %.

An important observation is that the extent to which atoms contribute to the normal mode is only weakly linked to their contribution to the VCD signal. The OH-bending contribution to the normal modes is completely smeared out over the 1160–1380 cm\(^{-1}\) region with a maximum of 16% contribution at the most intense peak. Still, it is this contribution that, via the GCO mechanism, dominantly contributes to the VCD signals in this region, which, at a more fundamental level, is because polar bonds displace more charge thereby producing larger DTM.

From this insight into the source of the signal, it was straightforward to conclude that the orientation of the OH group was crucial for the VCD signal in the region that was not computed correctly. A first attempt to take the rotation of the OH group into account did, however, hardly change the
spectrum. The VCDtools option that was subsequently developed and that directly showed the EDTM and MDTM vectors of the coupling fragments inside the molecule quickly allowed for understanding this result. From the GCO analysis discussed above, it is known that nearly all of the R$_0$GCO contribution comes from the interaction of the EDTM of the OH group and the MDTM of the phenyl and isobutyl groups. From Figure 2b, it becomes clear that the direction of the EDTM of the OH group is perpendicular to the bond. Rotating the OH group thus has little effect on the orientation of this vector with respect to the rest of the molecule and the VCD signal thus indeed is expected to change only slightly under such motions. The bending of the OH group on the other hand directly changes the angles, which is one of the reasons why it had such a large effect on the VCD spectrum.

Investigating Structures of Molecular Complexes. The added value of the VCDtools implementation becomes even more clear when studies of larger molecular systems are considered. As second example, we, therefore, use a large metal−organic catalyst that forms a noncovalently bound complex with a cofactor and a substrate (see Figure 3a).

Figure 3b shows the experimentally recorded spectrum and the spectrum calculated based on the X-ray structure (for the experimental and computational details see refs 16 and 17). As can be seen, the match between experiment and calculation is rather poor and definitely much poorer than what one nowadays can expect. Especially in the region between 1240 and 1500 cm$^{-1}$, there are many intense bands in the calculation that are absent in the experiment. Using the atom scaling function in VCDtools allowed us to quickly scan the intense bands in that region which showed that most of the signal arises from the cofactor. As examples, in Figure 3c and 3d, two modes are shown that correspond to the most intense VCD bands at 1300 and 1462 cm$^{-1}$. Using the VCDtools option to scale the atomic spheres by their atomic EDTM contributions clearly highlights the cofactor in that region. A GCO analysis with the cofactor in one fragment and the rest of the complex in the other fragment confirms that almost all of the intense signals in the 1240−1500 cm$^{-1}$ region are either from the cofactor itself or from the interaction between the cofactor and the other two parts of the molecular complex (see Table 2).

The observation that these bands are calculated incorrectly, therefore, strongly suggests that the cofactor is not bound properly to the complex in the employed structure and that its structure needs to be adjusted significantly. This prompted us to rearrange the thioureum group of the cofactor to form an additional hydrogen bond with the substrate. During the DFT geometry optimization the structure converged further to form an intermolecular interaction between the sulfur atom of the cofactor and the rhodium atom of the catalyst. The energy of the final structure that was obtained was found to be significantly lower than that of the initially employed X-ray structure, but more importantly, a much better match of the calculated VCD spectrum with the experiment was obtained as can be concluded from Figure 3b. The interaction between the rhodium and sulfur atoms was afterward indeed confirmed by means of NMR.

Resolving Incorrectly Computed VCD Signs. A final example that will be discussed is a rotaxane that we are currently investigating with VCD and that is depicted in Figure 3.
These rotaxanes consist of two mechanically interlocked parts, a thread and a macrocycle. From a chirality point of view, the structure is highly interesting as it displays two types of chirality. First, there is a point chirality in the thread but there is also a second chiral element in the form of the mechanically planar (MP) chirality that arises from the orientation of the asymmetric macrocycle on the thread. These rotaxanes can be synthesized stereoselectively, which allows for the study of enantiopure samples whose chirality was previously determined by X-ray diffraction. Here, we will only discuss the VCD of the \((R,R_{mp})-4\) rotaxane where the first “R” corresponds to the point chirality of the thread, the “R_{mp}” to the mechanically planar chirality of the complex, and the label “4” was taken as the label for the rotaxane as is used in Jinks et al.

The experimentally recorded and theoretically predicted VCD spectrum of \((R,R_{mp})-4\) are shown in Figure 4b. Initially, we calculated the geometries, energies and spectra using a dispersion correction. As the macrocycle and thread of the rotaxane are held in place by medium-long-range interactions one would expect that this dispersion term—which is important in this range—would lead to an improved prediction of conformational structures. Surprisingly, however, the comparison of experimental and computed spectra shows that many key VCD bands highlighted in Figure 4 show opposite signs. The fact that the experimental VCD spectrum of rotaxane \((R_{mp})-5\), which is similar to \((R,R_{mp})-4\), was correctly reproduced by calculations, suggested that the experimental \((R,R_{mp})-4\) results might not have been correct. However, as will be shown below a careful analysis of the modes that exhibited opposite VCD signs using VCDtools reveals that the observed discrepancies between theory and experiment result from the uncertainties associated with level of theory used in calculations.

Table 2. Rotational Strengths and Its Decomposition for the Intense \((R_{01} \geq 100)\) VCD Modes in the Problematic Region between 1240 and 1500 cm\(^{-1}\) of the Catalyst Complex (See Figure 3)\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>(R_{01})</th>
<th>(R_{01, A})</th>
<th>(R_{01, GCO})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1278</td>
<td>−187</td>
<td>−48</td>
<td>−119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1298</td>
<td>−100</td>
<td>−25</td>
<td>−60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1299</td>
<td>−383</td>
<td>−375</td>
<td>+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354</td>
<td>+221</td>
<td>+114</td>
<td>+112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360</td>
<td>−109</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>−10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1442</td>
<td>+117</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td>+69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1485</td>
<td>−167</td>
<td>+7</td>
<td>−62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455</td>
<td>−192</td>
<td>+21</td>
<td>−121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1459</td>
<td>+117</td>
<td>+79</td>
<td>+31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1462</td>
<td>+351</td>
<td>+195</td>
<td>+139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Fragment A is the cofactor, and fragment B is the rest of the molecule, \(R_{01, A}\) is the \(R_{01}\) of Fragment A only, and \(R_{01, GCO}\) is the signal arising from the coupling between fragments A and B. The frequency is given in cm\(^{-1}\), and the rotational strengths are in \(10^{-44}\) esu\(^2\) cm\(^2\).

Figure 4. (a) Schematic representation of the \((R,R_{mp})-4\) rotaxane with the thread in blue and the macrocycle in red and green. (b) Experimental (black) and computed VCD spectra (red). Top panel: Comparison with spectrum computed using dispersion correction. Bottom panel: Comparison with the computed spectrum computed without dispersion correction. Lowest-energy structures calculated with and without the dispersion term are displayed in panels c and d, respectively. The atomic spheres are scaled for the atomic EDTMs of the normal mode at 1450 cm\(^{-1}\), which has a large VCD intensity. The interacting fragments are highlighted in red and green. For visibility the thread is colored light blue and represented as a stick structure.
(+90 out of $+139 \times 10^{-44}$ esu$^2$ cm$^{-2}$). A GCO analysis of the other incorrectly computed VCD signals shows that also there the coupling with or within the ring plays an important role. The structure of the ring thus clearly is a key factor. Upon analysis of the structures and comparing them with the low-energy structures found for ($R,R_{mp}$)-5, we noticed that the angle between the two pyridine groups at the top of the ring in Figure 4 was different. For ($R,R_{mp}$)-4, the dihedral angle of the N–C–C–N group in the bipyridine is +40°, while in the ($R_{mp}$)-5 structure, this angle is $-35°$. Overall, this implies that the axial chirality of the bipyridine is changed in the two structures, and thereby for a large part of the ring as well.

Since this axial chirality of the bipyridine group is not enforced by any strong molecular interactions, both P and M forms are present within the 600+ conformations found for the rotaxanes. When using the dispersion correction term in the geometry optimization calculations the structures with the incorrect P axial chirality apparently are preferred for ($R,R_{mp}$)-4. Without the dispersion term, on the other hand, all the calculated energies change drastically. Now the structures with the M axial chirality are the lowest ones in energy resulting in a predicted VCD spectrum that is in nice agreement with the experimental one. (see bottom spectra in Figure 4b). As an example, Figure 4d shows the lowest-energy structure. Performing a GCO analysis on the intense VCD band at 1450 cm$^{-1}$ reveals that the coupling is now indeed reversed in sign ($-92$ out of $-116 \times 10^{-44}$ esu$^2$ cm$^{-2}$).

This example demonstrates another important aspect of the analysis using the GCO approach. The GCO mechanism indeed leads to large signals that are observable in the experiment but those signals are extremely sensitive to the orientation of the coupling groups. It is, therefore, quite important to check the main bands of a measured spectrum and determine the origin of the VCD signal. When these signals are mainly coming from the coupling between two fragments, one needs to be cautious that the correct low-energy structures are being found in the calculations. In the present case, the stereochemistry of the studied rotaxane would have been assigned incorrectly as the main features of the experimental spectrum were incorrectly predicted by the initial calculations. Beforehand, it could not have been expected that using the dispersion correction term would change the axial chirality of a particular group in the ring which also happens to be one of the main sources of intensity in the VCD spectrum. It is only via a careful analysis, as made possible by VCDtools, that one is able to recognize the weak points in the assignment and to understand the key elements responsible for the appearance of the spectrum. VCDtools, thus, is an indispensable tool for furthering our understanding and assignment of VCD spectra.

**CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK**

We have introduced and described the implementation of the VCDtools program into the ADF GUI. This program allows for a much quicker and in-depth analysis of computed VCD spectra and provides visualization aids that ease such an analysis, especially for large molecules or molecular complexes. In the three application examples we demonstrated the importance of the GCO mechanism for interpreting a VCD spectrum. The mechanism directly explains the origin of the dominant VCD spectral features but also shows why and how these features are sensitive to particular contributions from normal modes and orientation of the fragments that are coupled. Because of this sensitivity small errors in the computation can have major effects on the computed VCD spectrum. It has been shown that using VCDtools it is quite straightforward to determine which part of the molecule is computed incorrectly, giving crucial hints to solve problems in the comparison between experiment and calculation. This provides extensive insight about what causes differences between theory and experiment and in the end often leads to a better agreement between the two.

The three examples discussed here might seem extreme cases as in literature computed VCD spectra are rarely reported to have such large differences with the experiment. This is to a large extent due the positive results bias in the publication process. Right now it is estimated that about 20% of the molecules investigated with VCD show large differences between theory and experiment. Moreover, because of the increase in the amount and accessibility of computational resources, more complex molecular structures will be investigated with VCD, which are more prone to have problems associated with their calculations. This implementation of VCDtools provides an essential means to understand and resolve these issues and prevent incorrect assignments of the stereochemistry and conformational distributions of such systems.
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